Winter Wonderland

“Winter Wonderland” was written in 1934 and has been recorded by more than 150 artists. This popular winter song does not mention Christmas in the lyrics and some singers substitute “circus clown” for “Parson Brown.”
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Q Q J T H G I S L U F I T U A E B
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A R G J M M R D F N S D K T Y E T
P J K N H B N D I T L X K P O M A
P I N K O O Q N X L L P M A U E Y
Y D N K W S G L T F E G A R R H T
T O X T P M E L T W B N R S E T N
O T C H H Q H V G W H O R O I N D
N H A T R E N C O W G L I N N I R
I E N L M E L M K L I A E B T B E
G J B N W G R A S Z E O D R O N T
H O U B P R B T N D L G Z O W V N
T B I W Z L W H O E S E D W N N I
C R L J H R M R W T R W N N J M W
D R D N L R L I S T E N I N G N K
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